<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject/Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Anthropologists -- Fiction.
PS 9993 .N617 2012

Aphorism and apothegms.
PN 6271 .P422 2013

Aphrodisiacs.

Aquino, Benigno Simeon Cojuangco, 1960-

Archaeology -- Philippines -- Bicol.

Architecture -- Asia -- Pictorial works.
NA 1460 .K679 2010

Architecture -- Encyclopedias
Glass, Jacqueline (2002). Encyclopedia of architectural technology. Wiley-Academy,
TH 9 .G463 2002

Architecture, Domestic -- Designs and plans.
NA 7560 .St99 2013 v. 1

NA 7560 .St99 2013 v. 2

Architecture, Domestic -- United States.

Art -- Philippines.

Art appreciation.


Art, Philippine -- 20th century -- Exhibitions.


Artist -- Philippines -- Biography.


Artists


Asian, Arts.


Authors, Filipino -- Biography.


Autonomy.


Baking.


Baler (Philippines) -- History -- Siege, 1898-1899.


Baltazar, Francisco, -- Drama.

Barbecuing.
TX 840.G591 2013

Beauty contestants -- Philippines -- Pictorial works.

Bible -- Introductions.
BS 475.3.R112 2011

Bible -- Homiletical use.
BV 4211.5.Es65 2012

BS 2330.3.R139 2012

Bikol (Philippines) -- History.

Boarding schools -- England -- Fiction.

Bonifacio, Andress, 1863-1897.

Brainard, Cecilia Manguerra.

Bribery -- Philippines.

Brother and sisters -- Fiction.
Brothers and sisters


Brothers and sisters -- Fiction.


Brunches.


Business -- Computer programs.


Business communication.


Business report writing.


Business writing -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.


Businesspeople -- Japan.


Cake pops.


Calungsod, Pedro, Saint, approximately 1655-1672.


Career development.

Catholic Bishop's Conference of the Philippines


Catholic Church -- Doctrines -- Textbooks.

BV 600.3 .Al14 2011

BS 2330.3 .R139 2012

BT 207 .Sch761 2011

BV 55 .Si64 2011

BJ 1249 .Si64 2012

Catholic Church -- Doctrines.

BX 1753 .C24 2012

Catholic Church -- History -- Textbooks.

BX 945.3 .Sh13 2013

Cebu (Philippines : Province) -- Description and travel.


Cebuano poetry -- Collections.

PL 6171.2 .Al82 2012

Celebrities -- Biography -- Anecdotes.

CT 1796 .L286 2012

Chairs design -- History -- Philippines.

Character sketches.

Chemistry -- Study and teaching (Higher)
Magno, M. Foundation course in college chemistry. QD 40 .M275 2012

Chemistry, Organic -- Examinations -- Study guides.

Chick lit.

Children's stories, Filipino.

Chocolate candy.

Christian ethics -- Catholic authors -- Textbooks.

Christian life -- Textbooks.

Christian martyrs -- Philippines.

Christian sociology -- Catholic Church.

Christianity and politics -- Philippines.
Church -- Textbooks.
BV 600.3 .Al14 2011

Church history -- Textbooks.
BX 945.3 .Sh13 2013

Clothing and dress -- History.
Phaidon Press. GT 525 .M148 2013

Cognitive therapy.
Joseph, A. (2013). Confidence & success with CBT : small steps to achieve your big goals with

College Administrators -- Philippines.
CT 21.A54 .L628 2013

College students newspapers and periodicals -- Philippines.
Madula, R. (2012). To write is to choose : ang kasaysayan ng College Editors Guild
LB 3621.65 .M267 2012

Color in gardening -- Encyclopedias.
Mitchell Beazley. SB 403.2 .L884 2012

Comic books, strips, etc. -- Philippines.
PL 6165.4.V5 .Z8 2011 v.1

Community organization.
Publishers. HM 716 .St28 2011

Community-based conservation -- Philippines -- Palawan.

Companion planting -- Encyclopedias.

Conduct of life
.B125Sh 2010
Conduct of life -- Anecdotes -- Philippines.

Conduct of life.

Confectionery.

Confidence -- Social aspects.

Constitutional law -- Philippines -- Cases.

Constitutional law -- Philippines.

Consumer behavior.

Consumer satisfaction.

Consumers -- Research.

Cookbooks.


Cookery
Cookery (Bread).
TX 763 M311 2012

Cookery, French
TX 719 C896 2011

Cookery, Philippines -- Award.

Cookery, Philippines.
(2012). Larry can't cook : how Larry J. Cruz built an empire that redefined Filipino dining. LJC Management Consultancy. TX 910.5.C78 L329 2012


Cooking (Chicken).
TX 749.5 G591 2013

Cooking, American.

Cooking.

TX 731 G591 2013

Cooks -- Anecdotes.
TX 652.9 L628 2012

Corleone family (Fictitious characters) -- Fiction.

Corporate governance -- Japan.
Corruption -- Philippines.

(2011). The seven deadly deals : can Aquino fix Arroyo's legacy of costly and messy projects?

Corruption -- Philippines.


Crime -- Philippines -- Manila -- Comic books, strips, etc.


Criticism, Personal.


Cruz, Larry J.

(2012). Larry can't cook : how Larry J. Cruz built an empire that redefined Filipino dining. LJC Management Consultancy. TX 910.5.C78 .L329 2012

Cultural Center of the Philippines (CCP)


Cultural industries.


Curriculum development -- Philippines.


Customer relations -- Management.


Customer relations.


Dance -- Poetry.

Dance -- Philippines -- Folklore.

Dance -- Poetry.

Dating (Social customs).

Decorative arts -- United States -- History -- 20th century.

Dela Cruz, Arlyn, 1970--

Democracy -- Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao.
Co, E. (2013). State of Local Democracy in the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (SoLD ARMM). National College of Public Administration and Governance, University of the Philippines Diliman (UP-NCPAG) and the Philippine Center for Islam and Dem. JQ 1416 .C630

Desserts.

Dialogues.

Differential equations, Partial.

Digital photography.

Dinners and dining.
Dissertations, Academic -- Authorship.

Doreen Gamboa Fernandez Food Writing Award.

Dreams -- Fiction.

Drug abuse -- Fiction.

Dumaguete (Philippines) -- Description and travel.

Dumaguete (Philippines) -- History.

Ecological landscape design -- Case studies.

Economic development -- Environmental aspects -- Philippines.

Education -- Parent participation.

Education -- Philippines.

Education -- Finance.

**Education -- Philosophy.**


LB 14.7 .P549 2010

**Education -- Research -- Pacific Area.**


**Education and globalization.**


LB 14.7 .P549 2010

**Education, Higher -- Philippines.**


**Educational leadership -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.**


LB 2822.8 .P141 2013

**Electronic spreadsheets.**


**Employee selection.**


HF 5549.5.S38 .M951 2012

**Employees**


**English language -- History.**


**English language -- Paragraphs.**


**English language -- Pronunciation -- Humor.**

**English language -- Rhetoric -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.**


**English language -- Rhetoric.**


**Entertaining.**


**Environmental education -- Congresses.**


**Erotic fiction.**


**Essays -- Collections.**


**Ethnic Arts -- Asia.**


**Executive ability.**


**Extrasensory perception -- Fiction.**


**Fairy tales.**


**Family -- Philippines.**


**Fantasy fiction, Philippine.**

Fashion -- History.


Filipino essays.


Filipino poetry.


Filipinos -- Migrations.


Filipinos -- United States.


Folk dancing -- Philippines.


Folk literature -- Philippines.


Folklore.


Food industry and trade -- Environmental aspects.


Gimenez, Flora Aguilar -- Diaries.

Gluten-free diet -- Recipes.
TX 763 .G591 2013

God (Christianity) -- History of doctrines.
Bayith Ha-Shem Publications. BT 98 .T195 2011

Good and evil -- Fiction.
.K423Ti 2012

Graphic arts -- History.
Picture research: Chiara Oliveti; Text: Angela Sanna (2010). Graphic design = Die Grafik in der  
Kunst = Grafische kunsten = Artes graficas. Scala. NC 998 .G767 2010

Gestalten. NC 1002 .T433 2013

Graphic novels.
PR 9550.9 .T153 2012

Great Britain
PR 5349 .Se88 2001

Great Britain -- History -- Edward VII, 1901-1910
.N365Ph 2012

Hartwig, Marissa Jarmin.
Hartwig, M. (2013). Life is a dance: reflections on defining my truth. Libro Amigo  
Publishers. PN 6101 .H259 2013

Health -- Law and legislation -- Philippines.
Book Supply. KPM 1520.A28 .Ag9 2012 v.1

Health Behavior in adolescence -- Philippines -- Cebu.
Carlos Press. RA 777 .Y865 2012

Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich,1770-1831 -- Political and social views.

Heroes -- Philippines -- Drama.
PR 9550.7 .F75 2012

Heroes -- Philippines -- Biography.

High school students' writings.

High schools -- Fiction.

Hiligaynon fiction -- Translated into English.

History -- Humor.

Home and school.

Homesites -- Planning -- Case studies.

Homosexuality -- Literary collections.
PR 9550.4 .Au61 2012

Horror stories.

Hospitality industry -- Customer services.
Human body -- Social aspects.

Human evolution.

Ilocos Sur (Philippines) -- Biography.

Image of God.

Intellectual property -- Philippines.

Inter ethnic dating -- Philippines.

Interior architecture.


Interior decoration -- China -- Pictorial works.

Interior decoration -- Asia -- Pictorial works.
Interpersonal conflict.


Interpersonal relations.


Interviews -- Philippines.


Jerusalem -- Fiction.


Journalism -- History -- Philippines.


Journalists -- Philippines -- Biography.


Kapampangan poetry -- Collections.


Kapampangan poetry -- Kapampangan literature.


Kidnapping -- Philippines -- Case studies.


Kidney -- Diseases -- Treatment.


Language and languages -- Orthography and spelling.

Language and languages -- Origin.

Language and languages -- Study and teaching -- Pacific Area.

Language and languages -- Study and teaching.

Law -- Study and Teaching -- Philippines.

Law -- Political aspects -- Philippines.

Leadership -- Japan.

Leadership -- Psychological aspects.

Leadership.

Linguistic universal.

Literary journeys.

Literature

Logography.

Love stories.

Low budget cooking.

Low-calorie diet -- Recipes.

Low-calorie diet -- Recipes.

Low-calorie diet.

Low-fat diet -- Recipes.

Magic -- Fiction.

Management.
Mandela, Nelson, 1918-2013.


Man-woman relationships -- Philippines.


Marketing research.


Martial law -- Philippines.

(2012). Not on our watch : Martial Law really happened. We were there.  LEADS-CEGP 6972.  JF 7800 .N843 2012

Mary, Blessed Virgin, Saint -- Shrines.


Mass media -- Philippines -- Influence.


Mathematical statistics -- Problems, exercises, etc.


Mathematics -- Examinations -- Study guides.


Medalla, David Cortez.


Medical policy -- Philippines.

Meditation -- Therapeutic use.

BF 637 .H279 2013

Menus.


Methamphetamine -- Fiction.


Microsoft Excel (Computer file)


Microsoft Word.


Migrant laborers' families -- Philippines.


Military history -- Pictorial works.


Mind and body.


Misconduct in office -- Philippines -- Cases.


Misuari, Nur.


Modernism (Aesthetics) -- United States -- History -- 20th century.


Monologues, Tagalog.

Monsters -- Fiction.

Mother and child.

Motherhood.

Museum Studies -- Philippines.

Music -- Southeast Asia. -- History and criticism.

Navy -- Organization -- Philippines.

Negros (Philippines) -- History.

New business enterprises -- Case studies.

New business enterprises -- Management.

Novel -- Filipino.

Nutrition.

Occult fiction.
Office decoration -- Pictorial works.
NK 2195 .B464 2012

NA 6230 .B795 2013

Office decoration -- Pictorial works.

Office decoration.
NK 2195 .B464 2012

Office layout
NA 6230 .B795i 2013

One-dish meals.
TX 693 .G591 2013

Oral Biography
CT 21.A54 .L628 2013

Oral communication.
PN 4129.15 .W974 2014

Orderliness.
HD 69 .Oc51 2013

Organizational behavior.

Organizational change s -- Philippines -- Case Studies.

Organizational effectiveness.
Outdoor cooking.

TX 840 .G591 2013

Painting -- Themes, motives.

PN 6110.D34 .P192 2012

Palanca, Angel Cano, 1898-1976 -- Biography.

CT 21.A54 .L628 2013

Palawan (Philippines) -- Environmental conditions


Pampangan -- Social aspects -- Philippines.


Parent and adult child.

(2011). My parents were awesome : before fanny packs and minivans, they were people too.
Villard. HQ 755.8 .M990 2010

Parenting

HQ 759 .El48 2013

Paschal mystery -- Textbooks.


Performance standards.


Personality.

Revell. BF 698 .L717 2011

Personnel management.

Prentice Hall. HF 5549 .G586 1995b
**Persuasion (Rhetoric)**

PN 4129.15 .W974 2014

**Philippine Drama (English)**

PR 9550.7 .F75 2012

**Philippine essay (English). -- Collection.**

PL 5539.W84 .W639 2012

**Philippine essays (English)**

PS 9993.A17 .Ab75 2012

PS 9993.Su71 .Au86 2013

**Philippine essays (English).**

PR 9550.9 .B345 2012


**Philippine essays (Filipino).**

PL 6165.4 .Sa99 .Ar14 2012

**Philippine fiction -- Study and teaching -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.**

PL 5530.3 .D543 2012

**Philippine fiction (English)**

PL 6173.4 .M89 .M988 2012


PR 9550.9 .P653 2012

**Philippine fiction (Filipino)**

PL 6061.4 .Sa43h 2012
**Philippine fiction (Spanish). -- Translations into English.**

PQ 8897.A22 .Ab13 2013

**Philippine fiction.**

PL 6061.4 .Sa43 2012

**Philippine fiction.**

PL 6061.4 .D543 2011

**Philippine languages -- History -- Sources.**

PL 5503 .Sp43 2012

**Philippine literature (English)**

PS 9992 .P172 2010

PL 5531 .D543 2010

**Philippine literature (Filipino).**

PL 6165.4 .N92 2012

**Philippine literature.**

PL 5594 .M295 2011

**Philippine novel (English).**

PL 5531.4 .H231 2012

**Philippine novel (Filipino).**

PL 6061.4 .Sa43h 2012

PL 6061.4 .Sa43 2012

**Philippine poetry (English)**

PL 5533 .G584 2012

PL 5539.I31 .Im74 2012

**Philippine poetry (English) -- Collections.**

Philippine poetry (English).


Philippine poetry (Filipino)

Philippine poetry (Tagalog) -- Collections.

Philippines -- 21st century.

Philippines -- Biography.

Philippines -- History -- Miscellanea.


Philippines -- History.

Philippines -- Languages.

Philippines -- Literary collections.
Philippines -- Politics and government.

Philippines -- Armed Forces -- Corrupt practices.

Philippines -- Economic conditions

Philippines -- Economic conditions.

Philippines -- Historiography.

Philippines -- History -- Japanese occupation -- Biography.

Philippines -- History -- Revolution, 1896-1898 -- Sources.

Philippines -- History.


Philippines -- Politics and government 1986-

Philippines -- Politics and government.


**Phoenix (Mythical bird) -- Fiction.**


**Photography -- Digital techniques.**


**Picnics.**


**Plants, Ornamental -- Encyclopedias.**


**Poe, Edgar Allan, 1809-1849 -- Fiction.**


**Poetry -- Collections.**


**Political activists -- Philippines.**


**Political corruption -- Philippines.**


**Political corruption -- Philippines.**


**Political questions and judicial power -- Philippines.**

Political science -- Philosophy.

Politicians -- Biography -- Anecdotes.
CT 1796 .L286 2012

Popular culture -- Humor.

Possibility.

Posters -- 1st century -- Catalogs.

Poverty -- Philippines.

Preaching -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
BV 4211.5 .Es65 2012

Presidents -- Philippines -- Elections 2010.
DS 686.614 .Y89 2012

Presidents -- South Africa -- Biography.

Priest -- Spiritual life.
BX 1912.7 .P933 2012

Problem employees.

Prophecies -- Fiction.
.K423Ti 2012
Psychotherapy -- Methodology.


Public relations.


Qualitative research -- Data processing.


Qualitative research.


Quality of work life.


Quantity cooking.


Quimpo family -- Political activity.


Readiness for school.


Recycling (Waste, etc.)


Redbird, Zoey (Fictitious character) -- Fiction.

Report writing -- Problems, exercises, etc.
McGraw-Hill. Z 52.3 .Ob22 2011

Research -- Methodology.
H 62 .C245 2012

Restaurant -- Philippines.
(2012). Larry can't cook : how Larry J. Cruz built an empire that redefined Filipino dining. LJC
Management Consultancy. TX 910.5.C78 .L329 2012

Restaurants -- Designs and plans -- Pictorial works.
NA 7855 .F739 2013

Reyes, Godofredo S.
Zafaralla, P. (2012). Godofredo S. Reyes, MD, FPCS, RPCS, FPAOO, FICS, D. Hum. (HC) :

Rice -- Philippines -- History.
Erasga, D. (2012). From grain to nature : a rice-based history of Philippine environmental

Rizal, Jose Alonso, 1861-1896 -- Noli Me Tangere -- Characters -- Crispin.
PL 6061.4 .P415 2012

Rizal, Jose Alonso 1861-1896

Rizal, Jose, 1861-1896. -- Leadership.
Almonte, N. (2012). A green field ready for harvest : the life of Jose Rizal and his

Runaways -- Fiction.
.Ar27Ou 2012

Sacraments -- Catholic Church -- Textbooks.
BX 2200 .D141 2012
School improvement programs -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

   LB 2822.8 .P141 2013

Science -- Study and teaching (Elementary) -- Philippines -- Curricula.


Seamanship -- Philippines


Self-actualization (Psychology).

   BJ 1470 .H123 2013

   BF 637 .H279 2013

Self-confidence.

   BF 575 .As34 2013

Self-culture.

   BJ 1470 .H123 2013

Self-realization in women -- Fiction.


Serial murders -- Philippines -- Manila -- Comic books, strips, etc.

   PR 9550.9 .T153 2012

Sex counseling -- Philippines.

   HQ 60.7.P6 .H736 2012

Sex customs

   HQ 1075.5.P6 .H736 2012

Short stories, Philippines (English)

   PR 9550.9 .Or26 2012

**Short stories, Filipino.**


**Short stories, Philippine (English)**


**Short stories, Philippines (English).**


**Siblings -- Fiction.**


**Sin, Jaime L., 1928- -- Political and social views.**


**Sinofzik, Anna.**


**Social groups.**


**Social responsibility of business.**


**Social sciences -- Research.**


**Spanish fiction -- Translation into English.**
Strategic planning.
HD 30.28 .H339 2011

Student aid -- United States -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
LB 2337.4 .C364 2012

Students -- Philippines.
BJ 1521 .E102 2010

Success -- Psychological aspects.
BF 575 .As34 2013


Success in business -- Religious aspects -- Christianity.

Success in business.
HF 5386 .R541 2013

Success.

Sustainable design -- Case studies.
NA 9051 .V557 2012

Sustainable development -- Study and teaching -- Congresses.

Tagalog drama.

Tagalog fiction -- Collections.
Tagbanua (Philippine people) -- Social life and customs.


Tales -- Philippines.


Teachers -- Training of.


Teachers.


Teams in the workplace.


Technical writing -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.


Teenage girls -- Fiction.


Theater -- Philippines -- History.


Time management.


Trees -- Philippines -- Identification.

Universities and colleges -- Graduate work.
LB 2371 .W168 2012

Universities and colleges -- United States -- Examinations -- Study guides.

University of Santo Tomas -- Alumni -- Stories.

University of Santo Tomas -- Graduate students.

University of Santo Tomas Manila) -- History.

Vegetarian cooking.

Vengco, Sabino A.

Vocation -- Catholic Church -- Textbooks.

Voyages and travels.

Waray drama.

Water Buffalo
Wok cooking.
TX 689.5 .G591 2013

World War II, -- Philippines.
PS 9993 .L617 2012

Young adult fiction.
.B125Sh 2010

Youth -- Health and hygiene. -- Research -- Philippines -- Cebu.